
A WARRIOR UNDEFEATABLE/ 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3480-Jared, Feenix, and Catina made their 
way towards the entrance of the Celestial Battlefield. The Celestial Battlefield 
was about to close in a few days, so Jared decided it was best to leave now 
and see what would happen later. 

With Pablo relentlessly pursuing them, Jared knew that finding any treasure in 
the Celestial Battlefield would become even more difficult! 

As they traveled a certain distance, they noticed a shimmering light not far 
away, accompanied by a rumbling sound! 

Feenix immediately became interested upon hearing the commotion ahead. 

“Master, it seems like there’s been a fight up ahead. Should we go take a 
look?” Catina chimed in as well. “It looks like a chaotic fight with many people 
involved. 

We should go and see if we can take advantage of the situation. By now, I’m 
sure many people have already found some treasures in the Celestial 
Battlefield. As the saying goes, ‘the wolf has a winning game when the 
shepherds quarrel, and we’re the wolf right now.” Originally, Jared wasn’t too 
interested, but Catina’s words piqued his curiosity. 

If they could find some genuine treasures, even crystals imbued with celestial 
energy, it would be great as they could nourish the Celestial Devourer! 

“Let’s go take a look!” Jared agreed. 

When they arrived, they found more than a dozen people relentlessly 
attacking a formation in front of them using various methods! 

A thick white fog pervaded within the magic arcane array, obscuring the 
situation inside! 

The arcane array appeared to be quite robust, as it sustained no damage 
under the assault of these individuals! 

After attacking for half a day, the cultivators were clearly exhausted, panting 
heavily, yet they were still powerless! 



At that moment, an elderly man dressed in grey cloth spoke up. “Mr. 
Summers, we’re not here to steal your treasures. Why are you so defensive 
against us? All we want are a few array charms from you! Don’t tell me you 
aren’t even willing to spare a few array charms in the Celestial Battlefield. 
Even though we couldn’t break through your arcane array, if we continue to 
drag this out until the Celestial Battlefield closes, your arcane array will 
disappear.” All the members of the Summers family were within the arcane 
array, their faces extremely solemn! 

Mr Summers, you should leave with the young miss and young master first. I 
will stay behind with the others to hold these ruffians off,” Freddie suggested 
to Tyler. 

Tyler shook his head. “It’s useless. These guys clearly don’t want us to leave. 
If all else fails, we’ll just give them some charms. As long as we have the 
Skywrath Sect’s charms in our hands, won’t we have the chance to seek 
revenge?” Tyler was willing to compromise as long as those people refrained 
from seizing the charm book! 

Freddie fell silent, as no one knew if those rascals would leave with just a few 
array charms. If their foes had any other intentions, then they were in danger! 

Upon hearing the old man’s words, Jared’s brow furrowed! 

“Master, are the members of the Summers family still within the arcane array? 

Haven’t they left the Celestial Battlefield yet?” Feenix asked. 

“It seems like these people have targeted them, trapping them here without a 
chance to escape!” Catina exclaimed. 

Jared glanced at the cultivators, most of whom were Fifth Level Tribulator 
cultivators. There were only two at the Sixth level, which wasn’t considered 
very high! 

“Let’s rescue the Summers family members,” Jared said, making his 
appearance! 

Feenix and Catina followed suit! 

When the trio appeared, the cultivators were taken aback, fixing their intense 
gaze on Jared and his companions! 



The elderly man in grey took a glance at Jared, realizing that he was merely a 
First Level Tribulator cultivator. He snorted coldly and said, “Who are you 
people? Leave immediately. Can’t you see we are in the middle of something 
important?” “Are you talking to me?” Jared asked with a faint smile. 

“Don’t be ridiculous. If I’m not talking to you, am I talking to the air?” The 
elderly man in grey spoke with icy coldness 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3481-“How dare you speak to me like this! 
You’re as good as dead.” After Jared finished speaking, he took a step back. 

Behind him, Catina suddenly emanated the aura of a Seventh Level 
Tribulator. 

That overwhelming aura pressed the elderly man in grey directly onto the 
ground. 

Sensing Catina’s Seventh Level Tribulator aura, the other cultivators’ faces 
turned pale, and they hastily retreated. 

“How dare you speak to Jared like that. It seems you’ve grown tired of living!” 
Catina looked down at the elderly man in grey, speaking with disdain. 

The elderly man in grey was filled with terror, hastily begging for mercy. 
“Spare me, spare me, I was wrong, I was wrong…” Seeing the old man admit 
his mistake, Catina lightly waved her hand, and in an instant, the elderly man 
in grey was sent flying several kilometers away. 

Upon seeing the situation, the other cultivators turned and ran for their lives. 

Those people were simply bullies who preyed on the weak and feared the 
strong. 

Within the arcane array, Tyler was brimming with excitement. “It’s Mr. Chance! 

It’s Mr. Chance and his team…” The rest of the Summers family was also 
extremely delighted. The arcane array was swiftly activated, the white mist 



dissipated, and all the members of the Summers family emerged from within 
the arcane array. 

Tyler gratefully said, “Mr. Chance, we truly can’t thank you enough. You’ve 
saved us once again…” “Mr. Summers, there’s no need for formalities. It 
seems that these last few days, the Celestial Battlefield will undoubtedly 
become even more chaotic. I should accompany you and leave together,” 
Jared said. 

“Mr. Chance, aren’t you going to stay a few more days?” Tyler asked puzzled. 

“No point in waiting any longer. I suspect the Celestial Battlefield has already 
been thoroughly searched by others. Finding any treasures now would likely 
be quite difficult.” Jared shook his head. 

“It’s wonderful that Mr. Chance will be leaving with us!” Tyler was overjoyed. 

With Jared and his team by their side, Tyler was no longer afraid of anyone 
coveting them. 

Just as Tyler’s words had barely fallen, a sudden terrifying aura swept in from 
afar, causing the entire sky to darken in an instant. 

At that point, everyone became incredibly tense. 

“Oh no, Pablo is coming.” Jared’s brow furrowed. 

Feeling that terrifying aura, the faces of the Summers family members 
drastically changed. 

The voice of Pablo gradually came through. “You have some nerve to deceive 
me. I’ll make your end a gruesome one…” No sooner had the words been 
spoken than Pablo appeared before everyone. 

Looking at Pablo, Jared’s face turned incredibly unsightly. 

He hadn’t expected Pablo to catch up so quickly, and it seemed as though his 
attack hadn’t affected Pablo at all. 

Even the parasitic silkworm king had failed to claim Pablo’s life. Since the 
Summers family was around Jared, it had become difficult for him to even 
think about escaping. 



If he were alone, he could have devised a way to escape. However, with so 
many people around him, not only could they not offer any help, but he would 
also have to worry about their safety. 

“In a moment, I’ll start fighting with Pablo. No one should interfere. 
Immediately take the Summers family and leave, the faster, the better,” Jared 
advised Feenix and Catina earnestly. 

“You surely couldn’t handle this guy on your own. Although I’m not exactly his 
match either, I can at least lend you a hand,” Catina offered. 

Catina, being a Seventh Level Tribulator cultivator, was indeed capable of 
exchanging a few moves with Pablo. 

“Don’t worry about me. As long as you can escape, I can find my own way out 
too. Otherwise, none of us will be able to escape,” Jared said anxiously. 

Upon seeing Jared in such a state, Catina could only nod in agreement. 

Perhaps without any worries to hold him back, Jared could indeed escape. 

“None of you can escape!” Pablo knew that Jared wanted to let everyone 
escape, so he took a step forward. Suddenly, a black longsword was thrust 
toward Jared. 

“Go!” With a loud shout, Jared erupted into countless beams of golden light. 
His Golem Body instantly enveloped him tightly. 

Moreover, beneath Jared’s feet, two flames surprisingly erupted, and at the 
same time, Jared’s body vanished directly. Pablo’s longsword pierced through 
the afterimage of Jared. 

“Teleportation magecraft, eh? I didn’t expect you to dodge so swiftly,” Pablo 
exclaimed in slight surprise. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3482-Jared was astonished, looking at the 
spot where he had stood. He had moved a dozen meters away with just a 
step back, unintentionally using Blazing Stride. 

Although he hadn’t fully mastered it, he realized its usefulness and felt regret 
for not being able to use it earlier when facing Fire Spirit Lord. 

With that in mind, Jared no longer feared Pablo. However, regret was 
pointless, as there was no way to change the past. He could only develop the 
skill slowly by himself in the future. 

Meanwhile, Catina, Feenix, and the members of the Summers family were 
hastily fleeing, setting up arcane arrays to hinder Pablo’s pursuit. However, 
Pablo paid no attention to them and focused on Jared. 

Pablo’s overwhelming demonic aura solidified into a ferocious tiger that 
charged toward Jared. Jared attempted to use Blazing Stride to evade, but 
failed and was hit by the fierce tiger, receiving a harsh blow. 

Jared’s body was flung backward, crashing into the trees and creating a deep 
pit in the ground. Feenix, witnessing this, became enraged but was urged by 
Catina to leave quickly. 

Pablo wore a smirk as he looked at Jared, planning to kill him and then pursue 
the others. Jared, protected by his Golem Body and robust physique, climbed 
out of the pit. He chose not to dodge this time and threw a punch, using his 
Sacred Light Fist. 

Pablo let out a cold snort and covered his body in Dark Demon Armor. The 
Sacred Light Fist struck him, exploding into golden rays. Jared swiftly 
retreated, while Feenix and her companions had already fled far away. 

Pablo, surrounded by a dark mist, sent iron chains lunging toward Jared. 
Jared had no choice but to draw his Dragonslayer Sword and slash through 
the mist. 

However, more chains began to coil around him. 

Realizing that he couldn’t withstand Pablo’s onslaught without resorting to the 
Divine Bow, Jared drew it out. The Divine Bow radiated a terrifying aura, and 
countless radiant arrows materialized on it. 



Jared released the arrows, and they instantly vanquished the dark iron chains, 
leaving no trace behind. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3483-As Jared shot countless light arrows, 
Pablo’s expression suddenly changed. He activated his Dark Demon Armor to 
its maximum potential, as waves of dangerous aura closed in on him. 

“Nethersky Eye!” Pablo roared loudly, and in an instant, an eye appeared on 
his forehead. The sky around him turned gloomy, and energy gathered on 
Pablo. 

Under the dark void, the beams of light seemed to slow down, hindered by an 
unknown force. Dark clouds gathered above the vast sky, making it 
increasingly darker. 

It felt as if the entire world was gradually coming to a halt, with only Jared’s 
Divine Bow radiating a brilliant glow. 

Countless dark energies gathered in front of Pablo. The light arrow pierced 
through the barrier and struck Pablo. 

Pablo’s body kept retreating, his face filled with ferocity. The light arrow 
gradually disappeared, and Pablo steadied himself, exerting all his strength to 
maintain control. However, a surge of fresh blood welled up, and he suddenly 
spat it out. 

Pablo was somewhat surprised. He, an Eighth Level Tribulator cultivator, was 
injured by Jared, a First Level Tribulator cultivator. It was outrageous. Pablo 
knew that Jared’s Divine Bow had played a significant role. 

However, even the finest divine weapon could not harm Pablo without 
sufficient strength, regardless of the realms one might cross. 

Jared looked at Pablo, who was spitting blood, his face extremely pale. 
Pablo’s Nethersky Eye was indeed formidable. As Jared drew the Divine Bow, 
it became increasingly difficult for him to condense light arrows. 



The entire world seemed to be shrouded in a black mist by Pablo. 

“Young man, I admit you are strong. Given more time, I fear you might 
become a significant threat to me. Today, I won’t give you the slightest chance 
of surviving,” Pablo said, wiping the traces of blood from the corner of his 
mouth. 

Astonishingly, a glimmer of light began to flicker from the three eyes on his 
forehead. 

Accompanied by the flickering of light, a terrifying aura solidified. Swiftly, a 
beam of light descended from the sky, hurtling toward Jared with thunderous 
momentum. 

That beam of light appeared suddenly, as if it had materialized out of thin air 
above Jared’s head. Jared had no time to dodge. He could only roar, 
unleashing the maximum power of his Golem Body. 

Even Jared’s skin began to emit a golden glow, as if it had been dusted with a 
layer of gold powder. 

Boom! 

The pillar of light thundered down. 

The entire earth trembled, and the ground was smashed into a pit several tens 
of meters deep. Jared was struck, causing his Golem Body to shatter 
instantly. 

Flakes of golden scales fell, dissolving into nothingness. 

Meanwhile, Jared lay in a deep pit, his face pale. 

The blow from Pablo was incredibly powerful. Even with the Divine Bow and 
Golem Body, Jared was still unable to withstand the attack. 

It was the combined power of the Nethersky Eye and an Eighth Level 
Tribulator cultivator. 

There was no helping it. The power gap was simply too vast. 

Moreover, Pablo’s Eighth Level Tribulator cultivation was significantly more 
formidable than others. 



He clearly had a fortuitous encounter. Perhaps he received the true teachings 
of a great demon lord, which would explain his formidable abilities. Jared lay 
in the deep pit, staring at the dark sky above, seemingly lost in a stupor. 

At that moment, Jared felt powerless. 

The disparity in their power levels was something he simply couldn’t 
overcome. 

“Mr. Chance, you must pull yourself together. You really must,” Faiyar shouted 
loudly in Jared’s consciousness. 

He couldn’t let Jared back down, for if he did, Jared’s defeat was certain. If 
Jared died, Faiyar would undoubtedly disappear as well. At that moment, 
Jared’s eyes were lifeless, his fighting spirit completely extinguished. 

The Divine Bow had been brought out, yet it still couldn’t overcome Pablo’s 
armor. Jared had no other means left. 

Pablo slowly walked to the edge of the bottomless pit, looking down at Jared, 
who was lying at the bottom. A hint of disdain appeared on his face. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3484-“You’re too inexperienced to compete 
with me!” Pablo sneered at Jared, his eyes filled with greed as he glanced at 
the Divine Bow beside him. He reached out to snatch it from Jared! 

If Jared died, all the treasures he possessed would become Pablo’s! 

Pablo’s slap was casual, but given Jared’s situation, even a random slap from 
him could send Jared straight to meet Hades! 

Just as Pablo was about to strike, a sudden flash of light emanated from 
Jared’s body! 

Immediately after, a deafening roar echoed throughout the Celestial 
Battlefield! 



That thunderous roar shattered Pablo’s palm strike. Caught off guard, Pablo 
was sent flying by the immense shockwave! 

Celestial Devourer stood over Jared and surprisingly leaned forward to lick his 
cheek! Celestial Devourer, no larger than the size of a palm, had just roared, 
unleashing such immense power! 

Feeling the breath of the Celestial Devourer, a glimmer of color gradually 
appeared in Jared’s eyes, Slowly, he began to climb up from the bottom of the 
pit! 

Upon seeing Jared rise, the Celestial Devourer seemed quite pleased. After 
circling around Jared’s shoulder twice, it suddenly leaped up, shooting into the 
air like a meteor. 

Immediately after, the Celestial Devourer opened its massive mouth, 
astonishingly inhaling half of the endless black fog in a single breath! 

Pablo gazed into the air at the palm-sized creature known as the Celestial 
Devourer, his eyes filled with incomprehension and doubt! 

He didn’t know what kind of monster it was. Despite its small size, it exuded 
such a terrifying aura and could even swallow the black mist emitted from his 
own Nethersky Eye! 

Jared stared at the Celestial Devourer in utter astonishment. He had initially 
thought that the creature was too small to accomplish anything. Little did he 
expect that something so tiny could possess such immense power! 

After the Celestial Devourer had swallowed half of the black mist, it 
descended from mid-air. Jared reached out to catch it, only to find that the 
belly of the Celestial Devourer was round and bulging! 

The beast kept belching, seemingly quite full! 

Watching the adorable appearance of the little Celestial Devourer, Jared 
found himself growing more and more fond of it! 

Just as Jared was contemplating having the Celestial Devourer aid him in a 
duel against Pablo, the Celestial Devourer surprisingly vanished in a flash, 
only to be found in Jared’s storage ring, soundly sleeping away! 



Upon seeing the situation, Jared was momentarily speechless. He guessed 
that the little rascal must have been hungry and went out to eat! 

The Celestial Devourer was not only capable of consuming celestial energy, 
but it could also devour demons’ black mist. That surprised Jared. With that 
development, Jared no longer needed to seek out celestial energy for the 
Celestial Devourer! 

At that moment, Pablo was staring at Jared in shock. He couldn’t comprehend 
how Jared could possess such a powerful mythical beast, especially one of 
such a small size! 

Since Pablo didn’t know what kind of beast it was, he dared not attack rashly! 

Without the aid of the Celestial Devourer, Jared dared not act rashly. Thus, a 
standoff between the two ensued! 

As the two individuals stood in confrontation, Lion Archon, who was kilometers 
away, furrowed his brow, his expression filled with excitement. “The aura of 
the Divine Bow has appeared again!” Having said that, Lion Archon swiftly 
dashed toward the location of Jared and Pablo! 

Monkey Archon, Thousand-Faced Demon Archon, and Leopard King all 
closely followed behind. For them, the Divine Bow was considered a top-tier 
divine weapon. Who wouldn’t want to obtain it? 

At the same time, after Feenix and Catina had taken away several members 
of the Summers family, they realized that Jared had not followed them for a 
long time. Moreover, they also felt the terrifying aura that Pablo had 
unleashed. For the sake of Jared’s safety, the two decided to return! 

For a moment, Lion Archon and the others headed toward the place where 
Jared and Pablo were fighting. Feenix and Catina were also desperately 
rushing there! 

“Kid, it seems I’ve underestimated you. You possess more treasures than I 
had imagined.” Finally, Pablo spoke up, and immediately after, he reached out 
and grabbed something! 

The remaining black mist in the sky was all seized by Pablo, transforming into 
a magic sword! 



Pablo, seizing the opportunity, struck a blow toward Jared, and a dazzling 
sword light emerged! 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3485-“Die!” A cold glint flashed across 
Pablo’s eyes as he suddenly unleashed a powerful stroke of his sword! 

The sword’s radiance extended over ten meters, and wherever the sword’s 
energy passed, space instantly collapsed. Jared stared at the sword energy, 
his face turning extremely grim! 

At that moment, his Golem Body had already shattered, and he was injured. 
He was likely unable to withstand that sword strike! 

If the Celestial Devourer could have come out to help, perhaps Jared might 
have been able to hold on! 

However, the Celestial Devourer was sound asleep, seemingly indifferent to 
Jared’s life or death! 

Jared had no choice but to draw the Divine Bow once again. With the black 
mist no longer obscuring his view, the moment he drew the bow, countless 
points of light surged toward him from all directions, subsequently coalescing 
into a multitude of light arrows! 

Yet, before Jared could even release those light arrows, he sensed four 
terrifying presences rapidly approaching from behind him! 

Immediately following, four streams of energy collided with Pablo’s sword 
energy in an instant! 

Boom! 

Following a thunderous roar, the sky and earth abruptly changed color, and all 
the trees within a hundred kilometers were reduced to ashes! 



Pablo, however, furrowed his brows, retreating three steps. Four figures 
emerged from the distance, gradually drawing closer, and landed beside 
Jared. 

They were none other than Lion Archon’s group! 

Upon seeing Lion Archon and his companions, Pablo scowled. 

However, even after Lion Archon’s group had jointly blocked a strike from 
Pablo, they did not make a move, nor did they even glance at Pablo. Instead, 
they were intently focused on the Divine Bow in Jared’s hand! 

At that moment, Jared had already drawn the Divine Bow in his hand, with the 
arrow of light ready to be unleashed! 

The four of them stared in shock, their jaws nearly dropping in astonishment! 

They never could have imagined that the Divine Bow was actually in Jared’s 
possession. What was even more surprising was that Jared was capable of 
using the Divine Bow! 

Jared, despite being a First Level Tribulator cultivator, could actually wield the 
Divine Bow, which was astounding to the group. 

Feeling the gaze of the four individuals, Jared panicked a little. He slowly 
released the Divine Bow, and the light arrow gradually faded away! 

The greed in the eyes of those four individuals made Jared realize that those 
fellows had not come to save him. Instead, they had set their sights on the 
Divine Bow in his possession! 

“I finally understand why the Fox Empress was always protecting him. She 
must have known that he possessed the Divine Bow. That’s why she acted 
that way,” Lion Archon began to speak! 

“The Fox Queen was out of line, not even bothering to inform us. It seems she 
wants to keep everything to herself, doesn’t she?” Leopard King was also 
somewhat angry! 

Pablo, upon seeing the four individuals coveting the Divine Bow in Jared’s 
possession, felt a slight sense of relief. As long as these four weren’t there to 
rescue Jared, that would be fine! 



Although those four individuals only possessed the strength of Seventh Level 
Tribulator cultivators, even Pablo would find it hard to handle them when they 
joined forces. 

Moreover, with Jared involved, if they really teamed up against him, he 
wouldn’t be able to withstand it! 

“Sirs, I bear a grudge against this young man, and all I seek is his life. As for 
the treasures he possesses, I won’t take a single one. What do you four 
think?” Pablo politely addressed Lion Archon’s group, posing a question. 

None of the four people spoke. They were all intently staring at Jared! 

In the end, Lion Archon spoke. “Young man, hand over the Divine Bow to me. 
I can ensure your safety and prevent others from killing you…” Lion Archon 
disagreed with Pablo. Instead, he offered a deal to Jared using the Divine 
Bow! 

However, before Jared could speak, Monkey Archon on the side voiced his 
dissatisfaction. “Lion Archon, what do you mean? Why should the Divine Bow 
be handed over to you? Moreover, are you capable of ensuring his safety 
yourself? You’re merely a Seventh Level Tribulator cultivator, while the one 
after his life is Eighth Level. Apart from us joining forces, who else can 
guarantee his survival?” The words of Monkey Archon caused a wave of 
embarrassment to wash over Lion Archon’s face. If no one else were to lend a 
hand, he certainly wouldn’t have been able to stop Pablo from killing Jared! 

However, Lion Archon only wanted the Divine Bow. As for protecting Jared, 
that was merely a casual remark. He had no intention of doing it! 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3486-“Enough arguing. Let this lad hand over 
the Divine Bow. Once I have it, there will be no more disputes,” spoke the 
Thousand-Faced Demon Archon. 

After the Thousand-Faced Demon Archon spoke, Lion Archon and the others 
exchanged glances, but remained silent. 



Jared observed the four individuals, realizing that they were after his Divine 
Bow. Their intervention to save him earlier was also for the sake of the Divine 
Bow. 

“Kid, hand over the Divine Bow to me. Considering your connection with 
Catina, we can ensure your safety,” Thousand-Faced Demon Archon said to 
Jared. 

On the side, Pablo frowned slightly, but he didn’t dare to say much at that 
moment. 

All he could do was silently pray, hoping that Jared would be reluctant to hand 
over the Divine Bow, which would then lead to a conflict between the two 
parties. 

By then, he could watch safely while others fought, and he might even benefit 
from their conflict. 

Jared gazed at the four menacing figures, then shifted his attention to 
Thousand-Faced Demon Archon, who was confident of his impending victory. 

Clutching the Divine Bow tightly, Jared retorted, “This Divine Bow is mine. 
Why should I hand it over to you?” Thousand-Faced Demon Archon was 
taken aback. He had never imagined that Jared, a First Level Tribulator 
cultivator, would dare to speak to them in such a manner. 

“Are you seeking death, brat? Hand over the Divine Bow and your life can be 
spared. Are you willing to risk your life for this Divine Bow?” Lion Archon 
asked Jared with great confusion. 

Indeed, the Divine Bow was formidable, a powerful divine weapon. However, 
what use was such a weapon if one’s life was lost? 

“Kid, utter one more word of nonsense, and believe me, I won’t hesitate to kill 
you. Once you’re dead, this Divine Bow will be ours,” Leopard King stared at 
Jared with wide eyes, intimidating him. 

Only Monkey Archon remained silent, for he alone knew that Jared’s 
involvement with Feenix was no coincidence. 

However, since both Feenix and Catina were no longer present, there was no 
need to be afraid. 



Jared held the Divine Bow tightly and declared, “If you’re capable, come and 
snatch it yourself. If you think I’ll just hand over the Divine Bow to you, you’re 
sorely mistaken. Even if I were to destroy the Divine Bow, I would never let it 
fall into your hands. Even if I gave it to you, can you even use it?” “You’re 
asking for trouble, you little brat!” Lion Archon and Leopard King erupted in 
fury simultaneously. 

The terrifying aura of their Seventh Level Tribulator cultivation enveloped 
Jared. 

After battling Pablo for half a day, Jared was already extremely weak. Under 
the simultaneous pressure from Lion Archon and Leopard King, Jared’s body 
simply couldn’t withstand it. 

Suddenly, Jared’s body bent, and he knelt heavily on the ground, creating a 
deep pit in the earth. 

Thousand-Faced Demon Archon wore an expression of icy coldness. He 
hadn’t expected that Jared would actually risk falling out with them, all for the 
sake of the Divine Bow. 

Upon witnessing that scene, Pablo secretly breathed a sigh of relief. Since 
Jared was courting his own death, there was no need for him to lift a finger. 

Although the Divine Bow was unattainable, Pablo was elated by Jared’s 
death. 

Pablo was determined to obtain the Divine Bow. Once he left the Celestial 
Battlefield, he could continue his cultivation in the Demon Devouring Cave. 

He believed it wouldn’t take long before he could easily deal with the likes of 
Lion Archon. By then, the Divine Bow would practically fall into his hands. 

At that time, Pablo was simply waiting for Jared to be killed. Only then could 
he leave with peace of mind. 

At that moment, Jared was kneeling on one knee, clenching his teeth tightly. 

Jared knew he was no match for those four individuals. He was aware that a 
mere touch from them could send him to his death. Yet, there wasn’t a trace 
of fear in Jared’s eyes. 



Thousand-Faced Demon Archon looked at Jared. Seeing Jared’s stubborn 
nature, he stretched out his hand and struck toward him. 

“Not very skilled, yet quite temperamental. You’ll be in trouble, you know. Is it 
really worth risking your life for the Divine Bow?” Thousand- Faced Demon 
Archon sought to doom Jared. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3487-Just as the Thousand-Faced Demon 
Archon was about to strike Jared, a sudden surge of energy swiftly 
approached, heading straight for him. 

“Thousand-Faced Demon Archon, how dare you threaten my man. Are you 
disregarding me?” Catina arrived in a fit of rage, her aura exploding to its 
utmost limit! 

The Thousand-Faced Demon Archon furrowed his brows, swiftly retreating. 

Even the Lion Archon and Leopard King retreated to both sides. The pressure 
on Jared vanished in an instant! 

“Fox Queen, have you lost your mind? Is it worth it to go this far for a mere 
man? Did you set your sights on the Divine Bow in his possession, intending 
to claim it as your own?” “You never mentioned this to us at all. You must 
have wanted to monopolize the Divine Bow!” The Lion Archon and Leopard 
King were furiously yelling at Catina! 

The Thousand-Faced Demon Archon also wore a gloomy expression as he 
said, “Fox Queen, you’re going a bit too far. Do you intend to monopolize this 
Divine Bow without considering us at all?” At that moment, Catina was 
somewhat bewildered. She was with Jared only for his lineage, merely to 
elevate the nobility of her own bloodline! 

She didn’t do it for the Divine Bow, making their claims groundless 
accusations. 

Before Catina could even speak, Feenix arrived late, her face full of anger! 



After glancing at the pale-faced Jared, Feenix was filled with heartache. She 
stepped forward and helped Jared to his feet. 

“Master, are you all right?” Feenix inquired. 

“It’s nothing.” Jared shook his head. 

Upon seeing that Jared was unharmed, Feenix glanced at the Lion Archon’s 
group, her demeanor exuding the authority of a superior! 

Feeling Feenix’s gaze, the Lion Archon’s group surprisingly began to dodge, 
not daring to meet her eyes directly! 

It was as if a mouse had seen a cat! 

Even though Feenix was only at the Body Fusion Realm, there was a 
significant difference in their levels compared to them. However, those four 
guys didn’t dare to underestimate her at all! 

“You wished to kill my master?” Feenix asked coldly. 

None of the four people dared to speak, and the Monkey Archon was 
constantly hiding behind others! 

“Monkey…” Feenix let out a cry! 

The Monkey Archon, on the other hand, was so frightened that he trembled all 
over. “Ms. Feenix, I… I didn’t do anything, I didn’t lift a hand, I didn’t even 
speak…” The Monkey Archon had scrubbed himself clean of any blame, for 
he alone knew the relationship between Feenix and Jared! 

Upon hearing the Monkey Archon’s words, the Lion Archon and his 
companions immediately glared at him in anger! 

No wonder the Monkey Archon didn’t lift a finger or utter a word earlier. It 
turned out he had known about Jared’s relationship with Feenix all along! 

“Don’t think that just because I’ve been demoted and my status has been 
lowered, you all can take advantage of me. Don’t forget who it was that 
awakened your abilities. If it wasn’t for me, do you really think you, a bunch of 
worthless small fries, could aspire to be among the Three Archons and Four 
Kings? Do you really think you could have a place in the Ethereal Realm?” 



Just like an adult scolding a child, Feenix reprimanded the Lion Archon and 
his companions, yet not a single one of them dared to speak up! 

Jared watched the scene unfold, unable to help but marvel. He had never 
imagined that Feenix had been so formidable in the Ethereal Realm. 

If there was a chance to restore Feenix’s power, then Jared could probably 
strut around the Ethereal Realm without worry! 

Not far away, Pablo saw the approaching Feenix, and his heart immediately 
sank! 

He hadn’t expected that Feenix was actually acquainted with Jared, and even 
more surprisingly, Jared turned out to be Feenix’s master! 

With that being the case, it seemed that the Lion Archon and his men would 
likely not dare to lay a hand on Jared anymore! 

“Feenix, I… We truly didn’t know. I don’t want the Divine Bow anymore. After 
all, I couldn’t even draw it!” The Thousand-Faced Demon Archon was quick-
witted. 

He promptly apologized to Feenix! 

Their achievements were all due to the enlightenment of Feenix. Even though 
they were merely of the beast clan, it didn’t mean that the beast clan could be 
devoid of conscience! 

“I don’t want it either. It’s no use to me!” The Leopard King quickly made his 
stance known as well! 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3488-Lion Archon’s eyes were filled with 
reluctance as he stared at the Divine Bow in Jared’s hand. However, he didn’t 
dare to touch it. The fear in his heart prevented him from even considering it. 

Feenix furrowed her brow and turned to Lion Archon, asking, “Lion Head, are 
you still not convinced? Do you still want to challenge my master?” Lion 



Archon quickly shook his head and replied, “No, no, I don’t want the Divine 
Bow either. If it weren’t for you, I would have died at the hands of Old Lion 
Archon. I owe my achievements to you.” Monkey Archon pointed at Pablo and 
said, “Ms. Feenix, we actually saved your master. It was this guy who wanted 
to kill him, and we intervened to protect him.” “Exactly. He was the one who 
wanted to kill your master. We stepped in to help!” Leopard King added 
hastily. 

In truth, even without their explanation, Feenix knew that Pablo had intended 
to kill Jared. 

Now that Lion Archon and his group were present, Feenix was no longer 
afraid of Pablo. With a cold snort, she said, “If you’re thinking of killing my 
master, then it seems you’ve grown tired of living, Kill-” Before Feenix could 
finish speaking, Pablo swiftly waved both hands, enveloping his entire body in 
a shroud of black mist. 

When the mist dispersed, Pablo had already vanished. Pablo wasn’t foolish. 
He knew he couldn’t win against five Seventh Level Tribulator cultivators and 
Jared. 

“Damn, he sure runs fast,” Feenix cursed under her breath. 

“Ms. Feenix, we still need to search other places for treasures. We must go 
now…” Monkey Archon said to Feenix before turning and running off 
immediately. 

Seeing the situation, the others also scattered in fear, worried that Feenix 
might retaliate. 

After Lion Archon and his companions left, Jared and his group didn’t dare to 
linger any longer and quickly departed as well. 

They were afraid that Pablo would come back to reclaim what was his. 

However, just after Jared and his companions left, two figures emerged. 

Cameron turned to Skylar and asked, “What should we do?” Many members 
of the Norton family had come, but now only the two of them remained, and 
they hadn’t found any treasures yet. 

It was a devastating defeat. They had achieved nothing. 



After much consideration, they had finally obtained a piece of divine martial 
art, only for it to be taken back by Jared. 

“Let’s go. We’re going after Pablo. I have a good feeling about him,” Skylar 
determinedly said. 

“But he’s a Demonic Cultivator. We-” Cameron tried to say something, but he 
stopped when he felt Skylar’s icy gaze. 

Skylar took Cameron to find Pablo. 

By then, Jared had lost his trust in the Norton family. Moreover, he seemed to 
doubt Skylar’s identity, making it difficult for Skylar to get close to him. All 
Skylar could do was find ways to connect with others. 

Pablo was the best partner Skylar had found. After all, Pablo was a wandering 
cultivator who desired his own influence, no matter how powerful he was. 

In the past, Pablo had a lowly status and was often bullied. However, he 
stumbled upon an opportunity that greatly increased his strength. Despite his 
newfound power, he was not particularly intelligent and was easily deceived. 

Most importantly, Pablo held a grudge against Jared and always wanted to kill 
him. That was the aspect Skylar valued the most. Skylar’s greatest wish at 
that time was to kill Jared. 

However, Skylar’s strength was not enough to defeat Jared. Even if the entire 
Norton family joined forces, they still couldn’t match him. The Norton family’s 
power was too insignificant. 

Moreover, Jared had several allies by his side, especially Feenix. Although 
her level wasn’t high, she had extensive connections in the celestial realm. 

Feenix could command the kings and archons, which made Skylar realize the 
need to rely on the power of others even more. 

The Norton family had no reputation in the southern region, making it nearly 
impossible for them to leverage the influence of prominent clans or sects. 

Therefore, they had no choice but to seek out wandering cultivators like 
Pablo. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3489-“Jared, once I catch you, I will tear you 
to pieces! Pablo, who was fleeing, roared with a face full of anger! 

Ever since his fortunate encounter, Pablo had never felt so frustrated and 
helpless! 

He couldn’t even defeat two minor cultivators who were First Level Tribulator 
cultivators and was scared into fleeing twice! 

It was a disgrace to him. 

Pablo no longer wished to stay in the Celestial Battlefield. He wanted to return 
to the Demon Devouring Cave as soon as possible to enhance his cultivation! 

At that moment, Jared was surrounded by numerous Seventh Level Tribulator 
cultivators. Pablo himself was simply no match for them! 

Just as Pablo roared in anger, two figures rapidly closed in on him! 

“Who is it?” Pablo furrowed his brows. 

He had thought that Jared was coming after him with a group! 

“Mr. Quimar!” At that moment, Skylar, accompanied by Cameron, hurriedly 
stepped forward! 

Pablo looked at Skylar and Cameron, realizing that he didn’t recognize either 
of them. Consequently, he asked cautiously, “Who are you two?” “Mr. Quimar, 
I am the elder of the Norton family from the northern region, and this is the 
head of the Norton family.” Skylar hastily introduced himself! 

“The Norton family from the northern region.” Pablo frowned and said, “I don’t 
know this family nor have I heard of it.” The Nesser family was originally not 
very well- known, especially in the northern region. It was quite normal that 
Pablo had not heard of them! 

“You’re an exceptional person, Mr. Quimar. It’s quite normal that you have 
never heard of our small family before.” Skylar praised Pablo! 



Upon hearing that, Pablo was quite pleased and thus let down his guard, 
asking, “What do you two want from me?” “Mr. Quimar, we know you intend to 
kill Jared. To be honest, we also have some scores to settle with Jared, so we 
would like to join forces with you,” Skylar said. 

Pablo gave Skylar and Cameron a cold glance, snorted disdainfully, and said, 
“No need. I can kill Jared all by myself. I don’t need to cooperate with you.” 
“Of course, I know you can kill Jared, Mr. Quimar. Jared is merely a First 
Level Tribulator cultivator, while you’re an Eighth Level. You can crush Jared 
with just a flick of your finger. 

However, Jared has quite a few helpers by his side, including several 
Seventh�Level Tribulator cultivators. Therefore, it’s not easy for you to kill 
Jared, Mr. 

Quimar. Also, what about after you kill Jared? Don’t you want to establish your 
own influence in the entire southern region? Do you still want to remain a 
wandering cultivator, not desiring to have your own faction?” Skylar was 
extremely perceptive, and in an instant, he spoke straight to Pablo’s heart! 

Previously, Pablo was an independent cultivator who had endured endless 
humiliation. He was even forced into the Demon Devouring Cave by Dalton! 

Had it not been for entering the Demon Devouring Cave, Pablo would never 
have had such a fortunate encounter! 

“Are you suggesting that by collaborating with you, I could establish my own 
faction? You are merely two individuals, and your Nesser family is based in 
the northern region. Why would you venture to develop in the southern 
region?” Pablo asked in confusion. 

“Mr. Quimar, as long as we collaborate, I have ways to help you establish your 
own faction. Moreover, I can also make Jared everyone’s target, hunted by 
several major families!” Skylar spoke with unwavering conviction! 

“What do you have in mind?” Pablo curiously asked! 

Skylar leaned in close to Pablo’s ear, whispering a few words that immediately 
made Pablo burst into laughter! 

“Hahaha, this is truly a brilliant idea. It’s a perfect example of ‘third party 
profits when two parties fight!” Pablo burst out laughing! 



Seeing Pablo’s hearty laughter, Skylar grinned. 

Cameron, on the other hand, stood off to the side, not even daring to breathe 
heavily. Since Skylar was collaborating with a Demonic Cultivator, he, as the 
head of the family, was powerless to stop it! 

At that moment, Cameron only hoped that after killing Jared, he wouldn’t have 
to collaborate with Pablo anymore! 

Under no circumstances should the other families in the northern region find 
out about that arrangement. Otherwise, the Nesser family’s status would 
diminish even further. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3490-Jared, Feenix, and Catina had found 
the exit to the Celestial Battlefield and subsequently left! 

Jared no longer cared about when the Celestial Battlefield would close. He 
was already very pleased to have obtained the Celestial Devourer! 

Furthermore, with Blazing Stride and Impersonation Technique, he was 
confident that he would make increasingly refined progress as long as he 
dedicated himself to diligent study. That was indeed a genuine immortal 
magecraft! 

After Jared and his two companions left the Celestial Battlefield, they 
discovered a crowd of people gathered at the entrance, waiting for their own 
comrades to emerge from the battlefield. 

“Mr. Chance!” Cloud quickly shouted upon seeing Jared emerge. 

Cloud had been waiting at the entrance ever since he left early with Rosetta. 
He was excited to see Jared safe and sound. “Mr. Chance, knowing that you 
are safe puts my mind at ease!” Tyler and the others, who had been 
constantly worrying about Jared, also emerged from the battlefield. They let 
out a sigh of relief upon seeing that Jared had managed to shake off Pablo. 



If anything unfortunate had happened to Jared, Tyler would likely have been 
overwhelmed with guilt. 

“Mr. Chance!” Igor, Rosetta, Dalton, and others also approached Jared one 
after another, greeting him. 

“Mr. Chance, thank you for taking care of my daughter in the Celestial 
Battlefield. After she came out, she told me everything. If it weren’t for you, 
Mr. 

Chance, I fear she might have died in there! From now on, if Mr. Chance 
needs something, we, Blood Spirit Valley, will immediately do as you ask.” 
Igor declared his stance in front of Jared. 

“Mr. Lothian, you’re too kind. Since you’ve entrusted your daughter’s safety to 
me, it’s only natural that I take responsibility. However, the Celestial Battlefield 
was too perilous for Ms. Lothian to gain experience from. But this time, I did 
reap some rewards from the Celestial Battlefield. When the time comes, I will 
share some of these spoils with Blood Spirit Valley,” said Jared. 

“No, no, you have saved my daughter twice already, Mr. Chance. How could I 
possibly accept anything from you?” Igor repeatedly waved his hands. 

Upon seeing Igor’s sincerity and genuine disinterest in material possessions, 
Jared chose not to insist. 

Since Jared had acquired the Celestial Devourer, the consumption of 
resources was anticipated to be even more substantial in the future. 

Jared himself already required a lot of resources, so with the addition of a 
Celestial Devourer, the demand had increased even more. 

“Mr. Lothian, why is Montane Daemon nowhere to be seen?” Jared was 
somewhat curious, wondering why Montane Daemon was not present. 

“Montane Daemon is currently at a critical moment of breakthrough, which is 
why he couldn’t wait here. He has already instructed me to tell you that if you 
emerge from the Celestial Battlefield, you must not leave Demonia Mountain. 

He still wants to have more exchanges with you!” informed Igor. 



Upon hearing that, Jared nodded. He had no intention of leaving Demonia 
Mountain, and moreover, there were still some unfinished matters for him to 
attend to on the mountain. 

Pablo had pursued and attempted to kill Jared several times, leaving Jared in 
a state of disarray, Jared would not let him off easily. 

Moreover, Jared was also eager to experience the Demon Devouring Cave. 

Since Hamish, Misho, and the others had already left, Jared no longer needed 
to worry about anything. He could spend more time on Demonia Mountain. 

“Mr. Chance, we must also take our leave now. Here is my family’s token. If 
you have the time, we hope you can visit our home. It would be an honor to 
host you properly,” said Tyler with utmost sincerity. 

“Mr. Summers, you’re too kind. I’ll certainly visit when I have the time!” Jared 
said with a light smile. 

“Mr. Chance, don’t forget, you must come visit us.” With a smile gracing her 
face, Jennifer winked at Mr. Chance. 

It was evident that Jennifer admired Jared, much like a young girl who had 
just seen her idol. 

Jared nodded with a smile. 

The entire Summers family left, with Jennifer frequently looking back every 
three steps she took. 

With a playful laugh, Feenix said to Jared, “Master, I see that this young 
maiden has taken a liking to you. It won’t be long before you have another 
woman to warm your bed.” “Shut up!” Jared exclaimed, his face flushed with 
embarrassment. After all, hearing such things in front of people like Igor was 
utterly embarrassing. 
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